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1 Simulation.In the GEANT program the simulation of multiple sattering(MS) e�ets is done aord-ing to the Moliere distribution. Meanwhile in the DIRAC the experimental data wereobtained whih allow to get the parameters of pion multiple sattering proess for somespei� materials: for Nikel, Aluminum, MSGC plane material, SFD x-, y and w-planesmaterials. For eah projetion(X or Y) the angular MS distribution is desribed [1℄ bythe funtion f(x) = 3Xi=1 i � 1p2��i exp�� x22�2i �! ,wherex = �projetion � p;�projetion � plane(X or Y) projeted angle (rad),p� total momentum (GeV/). (1)
The polar angle (�) distribution, orresponded to the formula (1), is desribed by thefuntion F (X) = X � 3Xi=1 i � 12��2i exp��X22�2i �! ,whereX = � � p;� � polar angle (rad),p� total momentum (GeV/). (2)
The weighting oeÆients (i) and Gaussian root-mean-square di�erenes (�i), om-mon for formulas (1) and (2), are given by1 = �1 + �1s lX�0 ; �1 = 1 + Æ1s lX�0 ;2 = �2 + �2s lX�0 ; �2 = 2 + Æ2s lX�0 ;3 = 0:12 ; �3 = 2:75�2 : (3)



For MSGC and SFD materials the values of � and Æ are equal to zero. It means forthese materials we don't use the dependene of MS angle on l. It leads to very smallmistake as the � angle at the level of these detetors is very small also.The angular MS distributions an be simulated aording to the �rst or seond for-mulas. Only notie should be done - if we simulate angular distribution for eah of twoplanes then these proedures must be orrelated: if �x is generated for urrent eventaording, for example, to the seond member of (1) then �y must be generated(with an-other random number) aording to the same Gaussian. The hoie of urrent Gaussian isdone aording to its weight(i). Otherwise, if both projetions are simulated absolutelyindependently then the �-angle distribution will not be at.2 Results.As the new parameters of MS proess were obtained only for some materials and thesematerials are presented in DIRAC setup in the form of very thin layers then the newMS proedure looks like this: when a pion enters one of these spei� materials then theMoliere MS proedure is swithed OFF, it means that a pion passes through this layerwithout MS but with all other physial interations. When a pion leaves this layer thenits spae orientation is hanged aording to the formula (1) or (2)(we used the seondone). When a pion passes through other materials then the GEANT Moliere proedureworks.The di�erenes between these two proedures are presented in Fig. 1 - 5. On eahpiture two distributions are shown, upper one is for new MS proedure, lower one -for Moliere proedure. Eah of them is �tted by Gaussian and the parameters of it arepresented on the pitures. From these pitures it follows that new MS proedure givesmore narrow angular distributions for Ni, Al and SFD w-plane materials. For SFD x-and y-plane materials the new MS proedure distributions are a bit wider. There are nodi�erenes for MSGC planes.The inuene of new MS proedure onQx�; Qy�; Ql� andQ� distributions are shownin Fig. 6 - 9. Two Monte-Carlo samples are presented there . Both ones are �+��-atomipairs but one sample(solid line) was obtained with new MS proedure and the seondone(dashed line) - with standard GEANT Moliere proedure. The main onlusion isthat all of the distributions obtained with new proedure are a bit narrow than when weuse Moliere MS proedure.
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Figure 1: The distribution of multiple sattering angle in X plane from new proedure(up)and from Moliere one(down) for Target.
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Figure 2: The distribution of multiple sattering angle in X plane from new proedure(up)and from Moliere one(down) for MSGC1 plane.
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Figure 3: The distribution of multiple sattering angle in X plane from new proedure(up)and from Moliere one(down) for SCIFI1 plane.
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Figure 4: The distribution of multiple sattering angle in X plane from new proedure(up)and from Moliere one(down) for SCIFI3 plane.
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Figure 5: The distribution of multiple sattering angle in X plane from new proedure(up)and from Moliere one(down) for vauum membrane.
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Figure 6: The reonstruted Qx-distribution of �+��-atomi pairs for new MS proe-dure(solid) and for Moliere one(dashed).
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Figure 7: The reonstruted Qy-distribution of �+��-atomi pairs for new MS proe-dure(solid) and for Moliere one(dashed).
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Figure 8: The reonstruted Ql-distribution of �+��-atomi pairs for new MS proe-dure(solid) and for Moliere one(dashed).
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Figure 9: The reonstruted Q-distribution of �+��-atomi pairs for new MS proe-dure(solid) and for Moliere one(dashed).
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